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A POWERFUL CHART HAS A HIGH SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO 

‘Less is more’. It’s a crucial principle in most of our communication, and in data visualization in particular. 
Because of my background as a physicist, I prefer to talk about the ‘signal-to-noise ratio’. The message - our 
signal - should be amplified as much as possible, giving it all of the attention. Everything that can distract 
from our message - the noise - should be removed. 

Noise: the enemy of communication 

Maximizing the signal-to-noise is important for every form of communication. A company that applies this 
principle very well is Apple. In their presentation of the first iPhone, back in 2007, the signal-to-noise ratio is 
very high. 

 

 

On the slide is just a picture of the iPhone with a single word: GPS. That’s what this part of the presentation 
is about: here’s our new phone, and it has GPS! 

There’s nothing else on the slide - no slide numbers, dates or logos. Not even the Apple logo! Both the slide 
and the room have a dark background. Steve Jobs is not behind his desk, because it would be a barrier 
between him and the audience. He’s wearing neutral clothes, because anything too fancy might distract 
from the message. Every possible source of noise has been eliminated. 

Noise in data visualization 

Apple still does this today, and they do it in their data visualization as well. This very clean chart was a part 
of their 2020 presentation of the M1 chip. Again, it has a noise-free dark background. Everything 
unnecessary is removed. There are no gridlines or axis ticks. There is not even a legend! 

https://baryon.be/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5AwdkGKmZ0I
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Remove the unnecessary 

Here’s another practical example of signal-to-noise ratio applied to data visuals. From this chart we can 
remove the coloured background, the gridlines, the legend, and even the horizontal and vertical axes. 
Removing these elements doesn’t harm the data or the message of the visual. In fact, it makes the data 
even more accessible. That means they were just noise! We end up with a much clearer visual, with a much 
higher signal-to-noise ratio. 

    

If you want to know more about visualizing data in the right way, you can check out the other videos in this 
series. Or I invite you to read my book, Powerful Charts, that will give you actionable insights and practical 
guidelines to create data visuals that truly engage and inspire your audience. 

 

  

https://baryon.be/
https://www.borgerhoff-lamberigts.be/shop/boeken/powerful-charts
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